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Abstract: 

This study titled ((crisis of the poem’s form of Al- Sayab)) we are searching 

for the achievement which introduced by pioneers  (Of course, after the question 

of whether what they had introduced is achievement or not?) And I do not 

pretend that I am the  first researcher for that achievement, but today we ask 

differently after the end of a journey modernity Arab poetry, and ask for it in 

based on overtaking in order to start again, That means we ask bypassing 

Mstserven at the same time. 

The Search talking about one poet who is Badr Shaker Al-Sayab but is in fact 

talking about the poetic generation in which was Sayab most of the poets leaving 

aside now controversy among critics, but among poets themselves on leading 

real novelty Arab poetry "" so it differences can not lead to any search result in 

just that reassurance of the research to find spirit origin which beginning the 

Alhaddathwai illusion that we want to keep away from him one hundred percent. 

The search starts mainly from the premise that Iraqi poetry modern - in other 

words Iraqi modernity opened to Arab modernism poetry - began with this 

generation after the year 1947 and that it inaugurated the era of modernity, which 

is coming today to finish and that is the largest  justification to reconsider all 

poetic generations previous It an important stage for us in the history of Arabic 

poetry should return to in order to know how to go to the next stage, and the 

grief that entices researcher in his research is research in the history of what I 

call complicity in The western tahguib and know how it is working and develop, 

in the solution presented by the pioneers in free verse or poetry Trochee our 

involvement in the issue of combining the Arab heritage and Western Heritage 

and the era in which we teach is the age of the opening of involvement, agreed 

with Dr. Fouad Motalib"" which made the matter balance came by poets of old 

and new, but balance of the predicament in the direction of irreversible forever, 

The solution was to balance Sayab is the best solution at the time was not there 

inevitable but today we are involving it completely after developments that 
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emerged after that involvement and after that we got to the point of no return in 

the field of Arabic poetry, hence the need to search in the history of such in order 

to realize the progress of the Arabic Poetry or Iraqi and here I’m not here to 

know the process of search in question of involvement culturally or historically 

and that we now face here several questions in the foreground, such as: Can only 

get involved or is it another solution to the issue in the consciousness of 

modernity? And to what extent continued involvement concern among Western 

and Arab? I firmly believe that the involvement began here with Arab modernity 

and that the Arab poetry before not only attempts substantive rather than formal 

did not bring it to us the idea of  real combining between two thinking they were 

distinct and become the same to some extent but we became with them without 

the presence or let us say  absolutely absent . 

Al-Sayab had ended his life far welling  our continuing  temporal and spatial and 

involving  us with a biggest  continuity They hold approach a toll, I don’t say 

that at least he got us to this brunt of underestimated done but on the contrary 

deification of accomplished. Today we look who involve us again, he draw a 

way of freedom, but at the same time by another way about restrictions, no 

longer any attempt by poets convincing unless achieve what had achieved by 

Sayab, no longer can be what it seems apparent free poetry and his life generally 

do anything outside of what Sayab had showed us one day Even if what got us is 

the only way for Arab poetry or at best the first road and come after him through 

the prose poem. 

Overall, a general view on the Project of Sayab shows us the following 

results: 

- Sayab had achieved and Mjayloh free style in a virtuosic and that achievement  

was a requirement I mean that it had to be done in all cases, whether there is 

underdevelopment. 

- The achievement was on many levels, including with regard to how the speech 

which focused on informing and including those related to its  form is Trochee 
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form, including what related to its subjects which the most important of free 

achievement so they are generally imposed shift towards Trochee and the news. 

- It had been showed that Sayab and Nazek and Bayati and others who were the 

sons of generation they weren’t disagree strongly on the ratio of the real 

beginning of one of them, but there were conflicts self-motivated, but they 

finally agree on a holistic contribution led to the times in general. 

- Sayab has moved his movements substantive decision to move towards the 

end or death and then toward birth or origin and then towards death outside and 

finally towards Multi continuity temporal and spatial which in this movement 

was pushed strongly freeform to held accountable presence for its existence, and 

if we have taken the ideas addressed in These topics toward some form poetry 

Trochee or free style, we find it the foundation pillars that must be provided to 

the free poem, and I mean that these issues are fundamental principles of the free 

form and that Sayab had written it in form and meaning. 

- However, the project of Sayab was a two-stage Phase talked about the new 

style through further unity and alienation, which topics that interested in the 

poem’s form, which is the establishment phase, and the second stage search 

Sayab where the possibility of developing this form and how to reduce the 

problems faced by free poem in alienation and loneliness, tried to explain the 

shape across subjects originally end and mass death, but did not reach any result, 

and found that the Union in the end is only able to develop a project-style free, 

and this stage is the stage of starting Sayab to develop the look and enriched. 

In conclusion, I hope that this study will contribute to the summary in supplying 

movement of poetry in general, and especially to help all those who have what 

you're looking for to be finds. 


